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SCOTT DIAMOND - (GRIP+DONUT PAK-6) 230127

SCOTT DEUCE - (GRIP+DONUT PAK-6) 230128

SCOTT SX II KIT GRIP (PAK-6) 230129

The SCOTT Diamond Grip is a triple density grip that focuses on reducing armfatigue without 
sacrificing control. The medium density waffle pattern delivers maximum comfort and durability while 
the soft density diamond pattern area reduces vibration, arm pump and fatigue, and the firm density 
for a more durable end cap. Included Neoprene grip donutshelp reduce abrasion and thumb blisters.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Triple density grip
 + Full waffle design
 + Integrated safety wire channel
 + Grip donuts included

The SCOTT Deuce Grip is a half-waffle, dual compound grip designed to offer maximum grip and 
comfort.  With a medium density raised waffle pattern and a soft density palm area, this grip fights 
vibration, arm pump and fatigue.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Double density grip
 + Half waffle pattern
 + Soft density palm area
 + Integrated safety wire channel
 + Grip donuts included

The SCOTT SXll grip is a dual density grip with a soft density diamond pattern surrounding a firm 
density core and end cap. The raised diamond texture offers incredible grip while the soft compound 
helps reduce armand hand fatigue. . Included Neoprene grip donuts help reduce abrasion and thumb 
blisters. This grip is a top choice amongst many top racers and weekend warriors alike.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Double density grip
 + Full diamond design
 + A firm density inner compound
 + A soft density diamond pattern
 + Integrated safety wire channel
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SCOTT RADIAL FULL WAFFLE MX GRIP (PAK-6) 233694

SCOTT RADIAL FULL WAFFLE ATV GRIP (PAK-6) 233695

SCOTT RADIAL HALF WAFFLE MX GRIP (PAK-6) 233696

SCOTT LOGO DONUTS 218832

The Newly updated SCOTT Radial Full Waffle grip is based on the Hurricane Full waffle grip which was the 
standard by which most grips are based. Radial Full Waffle grip features a tried and true design that has been 
around for decades. Featuring a full waffle design, the Radial grip offers a dependable feel many top racers 
have come to expect.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Single density grip
 + Traditional full waffle design
 + Integrated safety wire channel

The SCOTT Radial Full Waffle ATV grip is a basic full waffle grip designed specifically for use on ATV’s.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Single density grip
 + Traditional full waffle design
 + Integrated safety wire channel
 + Perfect for ATV activities

The SCOTT Radial grip is a single density half waffle grip. A half waffle pattern on one side and a low profile 
pattern on the other offers great grip and comfort. This traditional grip is a top choice amongst many top racers 
and weekend warriors alike.

SIZES: one size FEATURES
 + Single density grip
 + Half waffle pattern
 + Soft palm area
 + Integrated safety wire channel

A traditional neoprene lined grip SCOTT Logo donuts designed for additional comfort, reduces abrasion and 
thumb blisters.

SIZES: one size
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